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Sushi Zanmai
"Pocket-Friendly Sushi Delights"

by Vinicius Benedit on
Unsplash on Unsplash

One of the most popular joints for traditional Japanese food, Sushi Zanmai
is a chain of restaurants that specializes in a variety of kaiten-style of
sushi dishes as well as other Japanese food. Whet your appetite with
Japan’s national dish with one of the fixed price lunch menus where you
can relish sushi along with miso soup and and an appetizer. You could
also opt for a sushi platter and get a taste of different kinds of sushi on
offer. Not only are the dishes priced reasonably, but the restaurant is open
24 hours a day, allowing you to relish delicious sushi whenever you
desire.

+81 3 3541 1117

www.kiyomura.co.jp/shops/detail/1

4-11-9 Yubinbango, Tsukiji, Tokyo

Tsugu Sushimasa
"A Culinary Legacy"

by Vinicius Benedit on
Unsplash on Unsplash

Tsugu Sushimasa is a Tokyo institution that's carved a spot for itself in the
city's dining scene. Locals consider this to be one of the top restaurants to
appreciate Japanese culinary traditions. What sets the sushi here apart is
that they use a heritage vinegar, the origins of which can be traced to the
Edo era. The richer flavor imparts a unique depth to the seafood
preparations here and makes for a memorable experience. For those who
prefer their fish cooked, the menu also features Asian tapas and small
plates of grilled seafood preparations. Chef Shogo Sugaya is the third
generation in his family to take up the knife and carry on the family
legacy, so you're in expert hands here.

+81 3 3358 0934

8 Arakicho, Tokyo

Shinanoji
"Late-Night Food Joint"

by [puamelia]

+81 3 3875 7456

A food haven for late night revelers, Shinanoji is the place to be if you are
looking for simple, home style food. Priced reasonably, the food menu
comprises of a variety of salads, noodles and soups, perfect to satiate the
appetite. Shiratakini, Aji-furai and Doteyaki are just few of the delectable
offerings. The budget eatery also doubles up as a bar for those who want
to drink some more before taking the next train home. Bring your pals in
tow and dine in comfort in one of the separate sitting areas meant
exclusively for groups. Offering both comfort food and late-night hours,
Shinanoji is quite a popular hangout joint.
1-7-4 Negishi, Tokyo

Rokkasen
"All About Beef"
Rokkasen has been serving premium cuts of beef for over three decades.
Especially known for their Matsuzaka and Japanese Black Cattle cuts,
Rokkase is an ideal place to discover the world of Korean-style barbecue.
While the barbecue is the specialty here, you can also opt for their
delicious soup, noodle, and seafood preparations. Buffet, shabu-shabu,
and all-you-can-eat menus are available too. A great place for a group,
business or family outing, this Shinjuku restaurant caters to a diverse
clientele. Open till 5am, Rokkasen is equally popular for its set lunch
menu as it is its late-night dining.

by nikluv

+81 3 3348 8676

www.rokkasen.co.jp/

1-3-1 Nishi-Shinjuku, Sunflower Building
6 F / 7 F, Tokyo

Soba Hiyamugi Sagatani
"Pocket-Friendly Japanese Fare"
A 24 hours food joint, Sagatani allows you to relish quality meals at prices
that won’t break the bank. Satiate your appetite by digging into traditional
Japanese food made from fresh ingredients. Whether you want to call for
a plain Ramen Noodle Soup or something more traditional like the GomaDare Soba, the restaurant makes it all, while also serving also serving
chilled beer with the delicious food. Once you are here, simply pay for
what you want at the vending machine and pass the receipt to the staff.
Thought the absence of English translations makes things tricky, there is
always someone there who’ll gladly help you with your order. If you are
looking to have a feast at pocket friendly prices, head to Sagatani and
gorge away.

by fan4tian2

+81 3 6416 4248

2-25-7 Dogenzaka, Plaza Dogenzaka 1F, Tokyo
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